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Uniform Care Instructions

Please follow ALL of these guidelines to insure that our uniforms look
great for many performances to come!
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Air dry the uniform on the hanger after each wearing. You will perspire
in your uniform. When you get home after a performance, remove the
uniform from the garment bag and allow it to air dry on the hanger.
Avoid getting the uniform wet. If your uniform does get wet or damp,
hang the uniform parts separately on hangers and allow to AIR DRY
completely. Do not put in the dryer.
Do NOT eat or drink while wearing your uniform. A drink of water is ok.
Other reminders regarding uniform wear:
Pant hems must be snapped on at least the first snap to protect the raw
edge on the bottom unless instructed to do so otherwise. DO NOT SEW
OR IRON THE HEM OF THE PANTS or otherwise modify the uniform in
any way.
Jackets zip in the back. Start at the top and zip down.
Long black socks must be worn with your polished drillmaster shoes.
Black band t-shirts must be worn under the uniform jacket.
No jewelry of any sort is worn while in uniform, including earrings.
Hair must be up under the hat and cannot cover the uniform collar. Use
hair ties, bobby pins, and hair spray as needed.
Hats are to be stored upside down in the box to avoid wear on the brim.
Drillmaster shoes must never be kept in the hatbox or garment bag.
Gloves should be washed as needed.

All uniform parts must be turned in at the end of the season in
the same condition as they were in when checked out to you.
Please contact any of these uniform chairpersons if you have questions:
Kate Florio (759-4386) drkate7@sio.midco.net
Judy Meyer (595-1860) jmeyer@eidebailly.com
Susan Storm-McDowell (521-2183) mcdowell2112@midco.net
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